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An Efficient Algorithm for Determination
of the Optimum Base-Station Assignment
in Cellular DS-CDMA Systems
Luis Mendo and José M. Hernando, Member, IEEE
Abstract—An algorithm is proposed that finds the optimum as-
signment of mobile users to base stations, and its associated trans-
mission powers, in a cellular direct-sequence code-division mul-
tiple-access network, with a computational complexity that grows
polynomially with the number of users and base stations. The algo-
rithm detects infeasible situations and allows the inclusion of power
constraints. Its performance is analyzed in terms of complexity and
system capacity.
Index Terms—Code-division multiple access (CDMA), land mo-
bile radio cellular systems, power control, user capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION
D IRECT-SEQUENCE code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) poses new challenges in the design and opera-
tion of cellular communication networks. Especially important
is the optimum assignment of user equipment to base stations.
The interference-limited feature of CDMA cellular networks
implies that such assignment should not be done on a minimum
attenuation basis (as in current frequency-division multiple ac-
cess (FDMA) or time-division multiple-access (TDMA) sys-
tems). The optimum assignment strategy must take account of
the actual load spatial distribution, following the principle that
a heavily loaded base station should hand off users to its neigh-
boring stations in order to balance the load among cells [1].
The optimum assignment for the uplink of a CDMA system
was first analyzed in [2] and [3]. In both papers, an iterative
procedure is given that converges to the optimum assignment
and its associated vector of transmitted powers, provided there
is at least one feasible assignment to serve all users with the
desired quality. In the case that no such assignment exists, the
algorithm diverges. The “constrained power control” in [4] in-
corporates power constraints to assure convergence. The contri-
bution of this paper is the following.
1) The results in [2] and [3] are extended to the more general
setting, in which each user has a different signal-to-inter-
ference (SIR) target value in each base station.
2) A noniterative solution to the problem is given by means
of an algorithm that finds the optimum assignment in a
finite number of steps. This algorithm is efficient in the
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sense that its computational complexity is polynomial in
the number of users and base stations. Furthermore, it de-
tects when there is no assignment that satisfies the system
SIR requirements, taking into account power constraints.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
system model is presented. In Section III, an analysis is made
for a network with fixed assignment, and in Section IV, the re-
sults in [2] concerning the existence and characterization of the
optimum assignment are extended to our more general setting.
On the basis of these results, the algorithm for determination of
the optimum assignment is derived in Section V, and its com-
plexity is analyzed in Section VI. The capacity improvement
effected by the algorithm is evaluated in Section VII, and appli-
cations are discussed in Section VIII. Conclusions are drawn in
Section IX.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The uplink of a cellular CDMA system with single-user de-
tection and pseudorandom coding sequences is considered. This
means that other users’ signals can be approximately regarded
as white Gaussian noise. The cellular network consists of
base stations1 that cover a geographical area in which, at a given
instant, there are active users arbitrarily located. The system
state is characterized by the following.
1) A attenuation matrix , where
is the average (with respect to multipath fading)
attenuation from user to cell site .
This value includes all propagation factors, such as dis-
tance from mobile to base station and shadowing pro-
duced by obstacles, as well as antenna gains and terminal
losses.
2) A target SIR matrix , in which
is the target SIR for user in base station .
The target SIR is , where
is the required for user in base sta-
tion is the system bandwidth, and is the bit rate
of user . As usual in system-level analyses, the target SIR
is defined as an average value with respect to multipath
fading, and thus, it incorporates the effect of multipath.
3) An -dimensional noise vector (column matrix)
, where is the background noise power
(within the system bandwidth) at the th base station.
1For sectorized networks, each of the transceivers that serve a sector should
be considered as a different base station.
0090-6778/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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4) A -dimensional assignment vector , where
denotes the base station to which the
th user is assigned.
In a real system, the attenuations and SIR requirements
vary with time, as a consequence of user mobility. Also, the
number of active users in the system varies according to source
burstiness (voice activity or data generation) and traffic pro-
cesses (arrival and departure of calls or sessions). Throughout
the paper, we assume that these parameters are fixed, thus mod-
eling a “snapshot” of the system.
This model is identical to that of [2], except that we consider
the possibility of different target SIR values for a mobile in each
base station. This generalization is due to the fact that multi-
path characteristics and Doppler spread may be different from
a given user to each of the base stations, resulting in different
target SIRs.2
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION WITH FIXED ASSIGNMENT
Consider a system with base stations and users, charac-
terized by matrices , and , in an assignment . Following
[5] (with slight notational changes), we define and as
(1)
(2)
Assuming , we let with , and
compute as
(3)
According to [5], is the required transmitted power vector in
assignment ; is the corresponding aggregate
power vector, where
(4)
represents the total received power at base station , including
background noise; and can be interpreted as a signal-to-
signal-plus-interference ratio (SSIR). will be referred to as
the system matrix.
Under the assumption that is nonsingular, there is a unique
solution to the power control problem. However, this solution
only has a physical meaning if all the power values are non-
negative (maximum power limitations are considered in Sec-
tion V-D). An assignment is feasible (given , and ) [2] if
all the components of the transmitted power vector , or equiv-
alently, all the components of the aggregate power vector , are
nonnegative. A feasible assignment is thus one in which all users
can meet their requirements, provided that no transmit power
limitations exist.
For a given assignment , we define the foreign SSIR matrix
as follows: is the SSIR at which the mo-
2Note that the practical limitation in the set of base stations D(i) to which a
mobile i can be assigned, considered in [2], is included in our model by taking
(i;m) = 1 for m =2 D(i).
bile would be received at cell site with transmitted powers
equal to those required in assignment
(5)
where is a matrix defined as
. Obviously, .
From the above definitions, it stems that and are func-
tions of , and . The following proposition characterizes
the feasible region of target SSIRs, and establishes that for any
user , an increment in within this re-
gion raises all aggregate powers and all required powers
. See the Appendix for proofs of propositions.
Proposition 1: For a system with , and given, the
feasible values of lie in the finite
region of , limited by the hypersurface and the
coordinate hyperplanes .
Within this region, , and are functions of
, and the partial derivatives of
and with respect to these variables are positive,
.
IV. OPTIMUM BASE-STATION ASSIGNMENT
For a cellular network characterized by , and ,
and for a given optimality criterion, the problem arises to find
the optimum base-station assignment . The following funda-
mental result (given in [2] and [3] for independent of
) implies that all practical optimality criteria defined in terms
of transmitted powers yield the same optimum assignment, and
characterizes this assignment.
Proposition 2: For a system with base stations and
users characterized by with at least one feasible assign-
ment, there is an assignment that simultaneously minimizes
all the transmitted powers among the set of all feasible assign-
ments. Furthermore, an assignment , with matrices and




Note that, for any , (6) and (7) hold with equality for
, at least.
V. ALGORITHM FOR DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM
ASSIGNMENT AND TRANSMITTED POWERS
We focus on the problem of determining the optimum assign-
ment (in the sense of Proposition 2), and its associated power
vector , for a system with , and given. This com-
binatorial optimization problem could, obviously, be solved by
exhaustive search, with the computational burden growing ex-
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ponentially with . Nevertheless, the structure of the problem
can be exploited to substantially reduce the computational load.
A finite algorithm that finds the solution with com-
plexity is derived in this section.
The algorithm evolves appending users to the network one
by one. In Section V-A, we outline a procedure to introduce
a new user into the cellular network, which is formalized as
an entry algorithm in Section V-B. In Section V-C the overall
algorithm is defined as a succession of individual entries, and
power constraints are considered in Section V-D.
A. Entry of a New User
Consider a system with base stations and users with
attenuation matrix , target SSIR matrix , and noise vector
in a feasible assignment with associated system matrix .
Assume that a new user (not assigned yet to any base station)
starts transmitting with power . We will refer to the
users in the system as internal users, and to the new user as
the entering user. The latter is characterized by an attenuation
vector and a target SSIR
vector .
The signal transmitted by the entering user is seen at the th
base station as additional noise with power . In
order to meet the target SSIR for the internal users, the aggregate
powers3 must be given as
(8)
with . Note that and are pos-
itive, due to the feasibility of .
The matrices and
associated with are calculated from (5) as
(9)
(10)
. The SSIR that the entering user
would experience if assigned to base station is
(11)
Proposition 3: For a system with base stations and
users in a given assignment and
are monotone functions of , for all
and .
For a given assignment and a given user ,
its required power has an incrementally linear variation
with , according to (8) and (3). We define the power diagram
for user to be a graphical representation of as a func-
tion of , with the assignment as a parameter (see Fig. 1).
Each assignment generates a line in this power diagram. Of
course, we are only interested in feasible assignments, whose
slope and -intercept are positive. For a given value of
3In the following, we explicitly show the dependence on p where convenient.
Fig. 1. Entry process and minimum-power line (example with T = 3).
, the optimum assignment for the internal users is that cor-
responding to the line with minimum (positive) ordinate. Ac-
cording to Proposition 2, this assignment (line) must be the
same in every user’s power diagram. In addition, the following
result holds.
Proposition 4: Consider a system with internal users and
an entering user. Let be the optimum assignment for ,
and its associated foreign SSIR matrix as a function of .
As is increased from , the first intersection point of
occurs with the same assignment in the power diagram of
every user . At this intersection point, with abscissa
(12)
The procedure for a new user’s entry is based on Proposition
4. We begin with the internal users in an optimum assignment
. Suppose that the entering user continuously increases
its transmitted power beginning from zero, and during that
process, the internal users’ transmitted powers are adjusted
according to (8) and (3). Observe that this gradually raises all
transmitted powers. If, as increases, reaches
for any user in any cell (note that
), user is switched to cell . While
continues increasing, if the new user’s SSIR at some cell
equals its target value , the process finishes, with
the new user assigned to that cell. In the following, we show
that the resulting assignment is optimum for the users,
and investigate the behavior when no feasible assignment exists
for the users.
The process begins in assignment , which is optimum for
, and has an associated system matrix
and . As increases, remains as the
optimum assignment until the first intersection point is
reached, at abscissa , as shown in Fig. 1. At , the
foreign SSIRs for one or more users in some respective cells
other than their assigned ones equal the corresponding target
values (Proposition 4), and the referred users are switched to
those base stations, yielding the new assignment vector .
We now proceed along the line in the power diagram, with
associated vectors . This new assignment is optimum
for . At there is a new assignment change
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Fig. 2. Evolution of new user’s SSIR in a given cell.
to , and the process continues. This procedure follows
the optimum assignment for the internal users as increases,
given by the minimum-power line drawn thick in Fig. 1. It can
be seen that this is a polygonal (i.e., piecewise incrementally
linear), monotone increasing, convex ( ) line. Since every
point occurs at the same abscissa in the power
diagram of every user (Proposition 4) and the assignment
changes take place precisely at these points, we may call them
transition points. The th segment of the minimum-power line
is delimited by and , and corresponds to assignment
.
The variation of the new user’s SSIR in a cell during this
entry process, , is now analyzed. For a given as-
signment, this variation is expressed by (11). The number of
feasible assignments is upper bounded by , and, in general,
not all of them take part in the minimum-power line, as depicted
in Fig. 1. Therefore, as is increased toward infinity, there are
a finite number of transitions .4 Assuming that the
new user eventually enters, this happens after a number of
transitions, with . For any , we have
and , for otherwise,
the intersection point would not lie in the region.
Therefore, the variation of along the different
segments has the general shape depicted in Fig. 2.
From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that
is monotone increasing with , and
(13)
Hence, the new user is able to enter if and only if
(14)
If (14) is satisfied, the new user is eventually accepted in
some cell. This power raising and assignment-switching process
tracks the optimum assignment for the internal users as varies,
and stops as soon as the new user reaches its target in some
cell. These two features, together with the monotonic increasing
4As will be seen in Section VI-A, this upper bound is very loose; however, it
suffices at this point to show that T is finite.
character of the minimum-power line for any internal user, as-
sure that the power for all internal users is minimum at the end
of the process. The power for the new user is also the minimum
possible. This is because we stop increasing as soon as pos-
sible, while following the optimum assignment for the internal
users, and if we selected any other assignment, the powers trans-
mitted by the internal users would be larger, and thus,
would be lower in every cell . Hence, the optimum
assignment for the users results at the end of the process.
On the other hand, if (14) is not satisfied, there is no feasible
assignment for the users.
B. Algorithm for the Entry of a New User
We now develop an entry algorithm that replaces the contin-
uous variation of by discrete changes. We begin with some
results that will be useful in the development of the entry al-
gorithm and in the computational complexity analysis of Sec-
tion VI.
Suppose that we are in the optimum assignment at seg-
ment of the entry process described in Section V-A with
internal users. At users, identified as ,
are switched to foreign base stations, where they have reached
their respective target SSIRs. If, at this transition, user
is switched to must be
monotone nondecreasing with (because
, and
is a monotone function of ). Equation (10) then implies that
is also monotone nondecreasing, and so is
for all users . This proves that the
increasing character of the foreign SSIR depends only on the
“home” and “foreign” base stations, and not on the particular
user; and that if a user assigned to a cell has a foreign SSIR
in cell that increases with , users from cell have decreasing
SSIRs in cell . Therefore, users can only change from to if
increases with . If is equal to a constant
, users from cell cannot change to and vice versa, unless
for some . In this case, user
can be assigned to either of the two cells without affecting the
rest of the system, and this can be disregarded as a real change in
the system. Thus, for a given pair of cells in segment ,
users only change either from to or from to , depending
on the sign of . The following proposition
states that this unidirectional feature is maintained for different
segments of the entry process, i.e., if a user is switched from
cell to at transition , there may be no subsequent transi-
tions from cell to .
Proposition 5: For all
(15)




with the following properties.
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Proposition 6: L is a total order relation, i.e., it is antisym-
metric, transitive, and either L
or L .
The foregoing results allow a formulation of the entry algo-
rithm for a new user in a -user system. Suppose that every
pair of cells is initially classified according to whether
increases (cell tends to transfer users to ) or
decreases with (vice versa). Since this is independent of , clas-
sification can be made at , for instance. Pairs for which
is constant can be simply eliminated from suc-
cessive development. Let the system be in the optimum assign-
ment at the initial point of segment of the entry
process. For every with , we de-
fine
(17)
This is the “candidate” user for transition from to , i.e.,
will be the first user that changes from to , if further
transitions take place between this pair of cells. A set with a
maximum of candidates is thus obtained,
and for each, we calculate the value at which the transi-
tion would take place. This value is obtained from the condi-
tion , and is given by (18),
shown at the bottom of the page. If is positive, then it
is necessarily greater than , because
and is a continuous, increasing func-
tion of for . A negative or infinite means that
and hence, in assignment , the candidate user can never
be switched to cell , regardless of the value of . (Moreover,
it can be shown that a negative is necessarily lower than
.) The next transition in the power diagram
takes place at abscissa
(19)
and corresponds to a (single) transition of user
from cell to , where and are
the arguments that minimize the above expression, and
. A multiple transition will take place
if the minimum is reached by several pairs of cells, or if it is
reached by several users for the same pair of cells. Observe that
a multiple transition can simply be treated in our framework
as several coincident single transitions. If there are no values
, no further transitions can take place (i.e., we are
already in segment ) and is undefined.
Likewise, for every , we calculate the value at
which the entering user would achieve its target SSIR in
assignment . This value is determined by the condition
, and equals
(20)
A positive is necessarily greater than . If
then the entering user cannot be accepted in cell with the
current assignment vector, and the obtained is negative or
infinite. We define
(21)
assuming that the set in the right-hand side is nonempty. The
minimum is reached for an argument , which represents the
(first) cell that accepts the entering user in the current segment.
If several cells minimize the above expression, all of them are
equally capable of serving the entering user.
Once and have been calculated, the following sit-
uations can be found.
i) : the entering user is assigned to
cell before the next transition takes place (i.e.,
), and the entry algorithm finishes suc-
cessfully.
i’) and is infinite or undefined: no more
transitions are possible, but the entering user is ad-
mitted in cell in the current segment
, and the algorithm finishes successfully.
ii) : transition takes place before
the new user enters.
ii’) and is infinite or undefined: the new
user could not be accepted in the current segment, but
a th transition takes place (the new user will
perhaps be accepted later).
iii) and are both either infinite or undefined:
neither the new user is able to enter in the current seg-
ment nor can a transition take place . Hence,
there is no feasible assignment for the users, and
the algorithm terminates unsuccessfully.
The entry algorithm with internal users is thus expressed as
follows:
1) initialize ;
2) compute and ;
(18)
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3) decide, depending on these values, whether to accept the
entering user and terminate successfully [situations (i)
and (i’)], increment and go back to 2 [situations (ii) and
(ii’)], or terminate unsuccesfully [situation (iii)].
C. Algorithm for Optimum Assignment
The optimum assignment for a given set of users with pa-
rameters , and can be determined by applying the entry
algorithm of Section V-B times, one for each of the users,
selected in an arbitrary order. The algorithm thus consists of
entry steps. At the th entry step, the th user is appended
to a -user system. The process finishes successfully when the
th user has entered, or stops prematurely if situation (iii) is
encountered at any entry step. Observe that (iii) at the th entry
means that no feasible assignment exists for users , nei-
ther does it for users .
D. Power Constraints
The proposed algorithm has the property that the transmitted
powers increase as the algorithm progresses (i.e., as transitions
and entries take place). As a consequence, it lends itself nat-
urally to transmitted power constraints: the algorithm simply
stops whenever a required power exceeds the maximum allow-
able power of that user, meaning that no feasible assignment
exists that is compatible with the power constraints.
VI. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The computational cost of the proposed algorithm is now
evaluated, in terms of the number of arithmetic additions/sub-
tractions (a/s), multiplications/divisions (m/d), and pairwise
comparisons (operations that involve no arithmetic are not
taken into account).
In this analysis, it is assumed that there is at least one fea-
sible assignment compatible with the power constraints for the
users, so that the algorithm succeeds in finding an optimum
assignment. A worst-case analysis is carried out in Section VI-A
to obtain an upper bound in the number of operations. Simula-
tion is then used in Section VI-B to assess average complexity.
Since we are not interested in the exact number of computa-
tions, but rather in its order of magnitude for and large, we
will make use of multivariate asymptotic notation [6, Sec. 3.5]
for some positive
constant and sufficiently high values of both parameters and
.
A. Complexity Upper Bound
The number of transitions in the th entry, , can be
upper bounded as . This is a consequence
of Proposition 6: if a transition from to takes place, no user
from can “go back” to during the current entry. The least
favorable situation is one in which all internal users are initially
assigned to a cell and visit all other cells in the same order; this
yields the maximum number of transitions. Since multiple tran-
sitions are simply two or more single transitions that coincide,
the bound holds when multiple transitions are accounted for ac-
cording to their multiplicity order.
When the th entry begins, the new vectors and
must be calculated. For , we initialize
, and . Since differs from
only in column , it can be expressed as a rank-1 modifica-
tion of this matrix
column
(22)
and therefore, the new vectors and can be com-
puted in approximately m/d and a
comparable number of a/s [7, Th. (3.63)(d)] (the fact that the row
vector in (22) has only one nonzero element can be exploited to
reduce the number of operations, but it remains ).
Similarly, at the th single transition of the th
entry, in which user is switched from cell to
can be obtained from , as given by (23) at
the bottom of the page, with roughly the same computational
effort as in the previous paragraph. For multiple transitions, the
update (23) must be performed once for each involved user.
The determination of the candidate users in each segment
of each entry can be done efficiently, if for every
with , all users are initially sorted in
increasing order of . Iden-
tifying which cell tends to transfer users to the other requires
two multiplications and one comparison. Since cell tends to
transfer users to cell , we may call the former a “donor” cell
and the latter an “acceptor” cell. We thus make
ordered lists, one for each pair of cells. It is well known that
comparisons are sufficient to order a set of
elements [8, Th. 9.5]. Therefore, the cost of the initial sorting
is comparisons. Each list consists of
positions, one for each user, although, in a given instant, not
all users will be necessarily present in a particular cell. If, at a
given entry and transition, a user moves from cell to , it
must be marked as present in all lists that involve as donor
cell. Note that this involves no comparisons; the user simply
occupies its precomputed position. The candidate user in each
list is the first that is present, which can be determined without
further arithmetic comparisons (by means of a linked list).
Each value requires a fixed number of operations, and
so does each value. Since there are of the
column column
(23)
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former and of the latter values per entry, and a maximum of
entries, the computational cost is m/d and
a similar number of a/s.
The minimum element of a set can be determined with a
number of comparisons equal to the number of elements minus
one [8, Th. 9.2], and hence, the determination of from the
values requires comparisons against zero
plus, at most, comparisons for the minimum pos-
itive value, that is, or fewer comparisons. Likewise,
can be found from the values in, at most, compar-
isons.
Assuming that the algorithm concludes successfully, the
transmitted powers must be computed
at the end. is directly is computed as
with multiplications
and additions, and finally, are
calculated from as in (3), with
m/d. Hence, these final calculations require a/s and
m/d.
For the worst-case th entry involving single
transitions (with some of them perhaps grouped in multiple tran-
sitions), the following computations must be made.
1) m/d and comparisons to identify
donor and acceptor for all pairs of cells.
2) One update of vectors from the previous entry and one
update at each transition, with a maximum of .
This amounts to a/s and m/d.
3) computations of values and
values , therefore, a/s and m/d.
4) At most, comparisons to obtain , and
at most, to obtain in each segment. This yields
comparisons.
The number of operations in the th entry is thus
a/s, m/d, and compar-
isons.
When the th entry process finishes (successfully), and
, we proceed with the th entry. Including the
initial sorting and the final calculations, the total number of op-
erations is a/s,
m/d, and comparisons.
A few remarks are convenient. Although the modified-matrix
approach used to update the vectors and reduces the number
of computations from to , it may exhibit the
problem of error accumulation, which advises to periodically
“reset” the errors by solving for these vectors using (partial-
pivoting) Gauss elimination. This requires arithmetic
operations (a/s and m/d) and arithmetic comparisons for
the pivot selection [9, Alg. 3.4.1]. If this is done once per entry,
the total associated computational load will be a/s and
m/d, and comparisons. Therefore, this periodic error
truncation is not computationally costly.
In a real setting, for a given , path attenuations and target
SSIR values vary in a rather unpredictable manner, and hence,
are well modeled as random variables. In this case, under very
mild conditions (boundedness of the joint probability density
function of and is sufficient, as it is easily shown), the fol-
lowing “degenerate” events have probability 0: (
Fig. 3. Variation of the average number of operations withK .
singular); (no need to consider exchanges
between cells and ); (users in cell un-
affected by thermal noise in cell );
, for optimum (optimum assignment not unique); and
(possible multiple transition from to ).
B. Average Complexity
A simulation analysis has been carried out in order to as-
sess the average complexity of the algorithm in a practical sce-
nario. A square grid of omnidirectional base sta-
tions is considered, with 1-km separation between cell sites. For
a given , users are randomly generated within the considered
area, and the described algorithm (with direct Gauss elimina-
tion once per entry) is applied. Two classes of service are con-
sidered, with respective bit rates 12 and 64 kb/s. Target SIRs are
generated as normal independent random variables with mean
dB for the 12-kb/s service and dB for the 64-kb/s
service, corresponding to dB and MHz in
both cases; and standard deviation 1.5 dB. Half of the mo-
biles use each type of service. Path loss in decibels is calcu-
lated as , where is the distance in kilome-
ters. A normal shadowing component is included with standard
deviation 8 dB, assuming independent shadowing for each mo-
bile-base link. The total effect of antenna gains and terminal
losses is 9 dB, and the noise figure is 4 dB. Transmission power
at the mobile is unlimited.
Simulations have been performed for different combinations
of and , with 20 successful (meaning that all users are
accepted) snapshots in each case. It has been observed that
is a practical limit for the considered scenario.5 The
total number of operations (aggregating the three categories) is
represented in Figs. 3 and 4. These values suggest that
the average complexity is approximately . The
5It can be checked that the pole capacity of a single cell, with the given mix
of services and no SIR fluctuations, is 34 users.
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Fig. 4. Variation of the average number of operations withM .
Fig. 5. Average number of transitions.
reduction in computational burden is explained from the results
in Fig. 5, which show that the upper bound is
very pessimistic in practice.
VII. CAPACITY ANALYSIS
The described algorithm, which minimizes transmitted
powers, is also optimum with respect to capacity in the fol-
lowing sense. If the users are arbitrarily ordered and added one
by one, the proposed algorithm yields the maximum number
of accepted users (before power limitations or infeasibility are
reached), compared against any other assignment criterion, for
the same ordering of users. Observe that this also applies to
the algorithm described in [2] and [3], in which the optimum
assignment is also arrived at (by a different procedure).
The question arises as to how large the capacity improvement
is. This topic was partially addressed in [2], illustrating the cell-
breathing effect, but no attempt was made to obtain numerical
results on system capacity. Also, regarding our algorithm, it is
important to characterize the degradation caused by estimation
errors in its input parameters, namely attenuations and target
Fig. 6. Average number of accepted users.
SIRs (or SSIRs). In this section, capacity is evaluated by means
of simulations, and the effect of estimation errors is investigated.
The simulation setting corresponds to that described in Sec-
tion VI-B with , except for the following differences.
First, wraparound is introduced in order to avoid edge effects.
Second, two different service combinations are considered: one
with 50% 12-kb/s and 50% 64-kb/s users, and the other with
50% 12-kb/s, 25% 64-kb/s, and 25% 384-kb/s users; with mean
required equal to 6 dB for all services. Lastly, in order
to observe the effect of nonuniform traffic, a hot-spot square
area extending from 3 to 4 km in horizontal and vertical coordi-
nates is introduced. The parameter defines the ratio of user
densities inside and outside the referred area, meaning
uniform traffic.
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Fig. 7. Probability of users being assigned to hot-spot cell.
In order to assess the impact of estimation errors, the fol-
lowing situations are compared: an ideal one in which the al-
gorithm operates on exact attenuations and target SIRs, and one
with imperfect estimation. In the latter, we assume that no at-
tempt is made to estimate target SIRs; instead, a “nominal”
value is used, corresponding to the mean target value for each
service class.6 In practice, these values can be obtained aver-
6Better results could be obtained by using the actual target value in the current
cell as an estimate for other cells. This is because mobile speed introduces some
correlation among target SIRs in different cells.
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aging actual target SIR values set by the outer loop. Estimation
errors in the attenuations are modeled as independent zero-mean
Gaussian random variables with standard deviation . Back-
ground noise power is assumed to be known.
For each set of parameters, a simulation is performed con-
sisting of a number of snapshots. In each snapshot, users are
randomly generated and added one by one until infeasibility is
reached. Capacity is defined as the average number of accepted
users. In what follows, 200 independent snapshots are gener-
ated in the two-service case, and 400 in the three-service case
(the difference is motivated by the lower number of users in the
latter).
Fig. 6(a) shows the average number of accepted users in
the two-service case. It is observed that the optimum assign-
ment with perfect estimation yields a significant capacity
increase with respect to minimum-attenuation assignment,
especially under nonuniform traffic. It is seen that the optimum
assignment is very robust to such nonuniformity, whereas
in the minimum-attenuation case, the capacity falls rapidly
with increasing . With imperfect estimation, the proposed
algorithm still gives a capacity increase, except for uniform
traffic and large estimation errors. It is remarkable that the
degradation of the optimum assignment caused by estimation
errors is approximately independent of . The results for the
three-service traffic mix are shown in Fig. 6(b). In this case,
a similar behavior is observed, but the capacity increase is
higher. This is due to the coarser spatial granularity caused by
the presence of 384-kb/s users. Here, even with uniform traffic
and large estimation errors, an important capacity increase is
observed.
Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of the algorithm in terms of cell
breathing. The simulation area is divided into square 50-m-size
pixels. In each pixel, the probability of a user being assigned to
the base station located in the center of the hot-spot area, at coor-
dinates , is computed and plotted as a grey level. The
resulting graphs give a measure of the hot-spot cell area. Cell
shrinking as a function of the assignment method for nonuni-
form traffic can be appreciated in Fig. 7(a)–(d). The optimum al-
gorithm reduces the size of the hot-spot cell as compared to the
minimum-attenuation criterion, the reduction being more im-
portant for lower estimation errors. The cell-breathing effect, as
a result of traffic distribution, is recognized in Fig. 7(f) and (c),
which correspond to the optimum algorithm with moderate es-
timation errors in the two-service case. Lastly, a comparison of
Fig. 7(c) and (e) reveals that the variation in cell size is slightly
lower in the three-service case, due to the spatial granularity.
VIII. APPLICATIONS OF THE ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm shows that the optimum assignment
for the uplink of a CDMA network can be found in a finite
number of steps with polynomial complexity. Apart from the
theoretical significance of this result, the algorithm can be used
to determine the optimum assignment and power values in situ-
ations where centralized information is available and the system
parameters can be assumed to be fixed (compared with the time
scale of the algorithm).
In practical applications, where system conditions vary dy-
namically, the optimum assignment has to be updated accord-
ingly. One approach would be to apply the algorithm whenever
a change occurs in the system. However, such variations can be
dealt with more efficiently as follows. If a new user arrives, the
entry algorithm described in Section V-B can be applied. If one
user leaves, the optimum assignment for the remaining users
can be obtained by means of an “exit” procedure, which is de-
fined as the reverse of the entry procedure. If one or several users
change their conditions (attenuations or target SSIRs), each of
them requires an exit procedure followed by an entry with the
new parameters. In this way, variations in the system conditions
can be tracked without continuously resorting to the whole al-
gorithm; obviously, periodical “resetting” is desirable to prevent
error accumulation.
In a real system, due to the centralized feature of the algo-
rithm, the relevant information must be carried to a central
node and updated whenever users arrive at or leave the system,
change their target SSIRs, or experience variations in path
losses. The amount of information to be transmitted, however,
is rather small, as we now discuss. Path losses can be adequately
represented using 7 bits with 1-dB quantization. If each user
measures and transmits attenuation values from seven cells
every 0.1 s, a 500-b/s uplink signaling channel is enough. This
rate can be reduced by source coding, or using nonperiodical,
event-driven transmission. For a cell with no more than 50
users, the attenuation information amounts to 25 kb/s at most.
Nominal SIR or values can presumably be coded with
six bits or less, and need to be updated only at bearer service
changes, which can be assumed to happen no more than once
per second per user as an average. This gives an additional
rate of 300 b/s per cell. Thus, the amount of signaling traffic
required by the algorithm is not impractical.
It should be noted that the algorithm calculates a solution;
commands then have to be sent to the mobiles in order to set the
computed assignment and powers. The latter can alternatively
be achieved by a combination of open and closed loops, as in
current systems.
IX. CONCLUSION
A centralized algorithm has been proposed that finds the op-
timum base-station assignment for the uplink of a DS-CDMA
cellular network and its associated powers, allowing transmis-
sion power constraints. The algorithm features polynomial com-
plexity in the numbers of users and base stations. Capacity has
been evaluated in a practical setting with estimation errors, and
it has been shown that the proposed algorithm can provide a sig-
nificant capacity increase, compared with minimum-attenuation
assignment, especially for nonuniform traffic.
APPENDIX
PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS
Proof of Proposition 1: See [10].
Proof of Proposition 2: The proof given in [2] is easily
extended to our setting.
Proof of Proposition 3: The result immediately follows
from (9)–(11).
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Proof of Proposition 4: As a consequence of Proposition
2, for any user , the optimum assignment is that which min-
imizes . Furthermore, the slope of each line in the power
diagram depends on the assignment. This establishes the first
part of the proposition. Since the intersection point is common
for all users , the stated equality of SSIRs follows.
Proof of Proposition 5: It is sufficient to consider
and . If transition includes
the change of a mobile from cell to (i.e., it is a single
transition of this user or a multiple transition that includes this),
is an increasing function of with
for , and
Imagine that in segment , before the transition takes place (i.e.,
with ), user is switched to cell , maintaining the
power values. By executing this switching at arbitrarily close
to , feasibility of the new assignment can be assured.
Then user will have too low a SSIR in and a foreign
SSIR in . In order to raise the
former to its target value, all powers must increase (Propo-
sition 1), and this raises (because switching
user back to would decrease the required powers). This
shows that for . Hence,
is a decreasing function of , and consequently
increases with .
If transition does not include a change from cell to
cell , the reasoning in the previous paragraph can be applied,
using continuity arguments, introducing an additional, fictitious
user that changes from to at , with an arbitrarily
small target SSIR [10].
Proof of Proposition 6: From (9), it is seen that
which establishes antisymmetry and totality. To prove the tran-
sitivity, we observe that for any
and hence
which is positive if and
are.
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